
DEHN – Safety according to Specification.

Lightning Protection Zones Concept
Failures of technical systems and installations
are very unpleasant for the operators. These
require faultless operation from the equipment
both under “normal“ conditions and in case of
thunderstorms. Loss reports of insurance compa-
nies show clearly that there is a backlog demand
both in the private (Fig. 1) and commercial sec-
tor (Fig. 2).
A comprehensive protection concept would help
to compensate it.
The Lightning Protection Zones Concept enables
designers, constructors and operators to plan,
perform and control protection measures. Thus,
all relevant devices, installations and systems are
protected reliably and furthermore with econom-
ically acceptable efforts.

Sources of interferences
Surges arising due to thunderstorms, are caused
by direct/close lightning strokes or distant light-
ning strokes (Fig. 3).
Direct or close lightning strokes are strokes into
the lightning protection system of a structure,
into its immediate surroundings or into the con-
ductive systems entering the structure (e.g. low
voltage power supply, telecommunication and
control lines...).
Due to their amplitudes and energy loads, the
arising impulse currents and impulse voltages
represent a special risk for the system to be 
protected.

At a close or direct lightning strike, the surges
(Fig.3: Case 1a) are caused by a voltage drop at
the impulse earthing resistance and the resulting
potential rise of the structure towards the dis-
tant surroundings. This is the maximum load on
electrical installations in structures.

The characteristic parameters of flowing impulse
currents (peak value, rate of current rise, load,
specific energy) can be described with the im-
pulse-current wave form 10/350 μs (Fig. 4) and
are defined in international, European and
national standards as test currents for compo-
nents and devices for protection against direct
lightning strokes.

In addition to the voltage drop at the impulse
earthing resistance, surges arise in the electrical
structure and the connected systems and equip-
ment due to the induction effect of the electro-
magnetic lightning field (Fig 3: Case 1b).
The power of these induced surges and the
resulting impulse currents is considerably lower
than the power of a direct lightning impulse 
current and is therefore only described with the
impulse current wave 8/20 μs (Fig. 4).

Components and equipment, which do not have
to conduct currents out of direct lightning 
strokes, are therefore tested with impulse 
currents of 8/20 μs.

Protection philosophy
Distant strokes are lightning strokes from a dis-
tance to the object to be protected, lightning
strokes into the medium voltage overhead line
network or into its immediate surroundings, or
lightning discharges from cloud to cloud (Fig. 3:
Cases 2a, 2b and 2c).
In analogy to induced surges, the effects of dis-
tant lightning strokes on the electrical system of
a structure are controlled by devices and compo-
nents, which are designed accordingly for
impulse current wave 8/20 μs.
Surges due to switching operations (SEMP) are
caused by e.g.:

– switching off inductive loads 
(e.g. transformers, coils, motors),

– ignition and interruption of electric arcs 
(e.g. arc welding device),

– tripping of fuses.

The effects of switching operations in electrical
installations of structures are also emulated with
impulse currents of wave form 8/20 μs for test
engineering.

Fig. 1: Causes of damage to electronic equipment in 2001
Analysis of 7370 damage claims
(Ref..: Württemberigsche Versicherung AG)

Fig. 2: Average damage causes for the last years
(Ref.: Gesamtverband der Deutschen 
Versicherungswirtschaft e.V., Berlin 2001)
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To ensure a continuous availability of complex electrical
and IT systems, even in case of a direct lightning effect,
further measures for surge protection of electrical and
electronic installations are necessary, based on a build-
ing lightning protection system. Taking all causes of
surges into consideration is very important. For this pur-
pose, the Lightning Protection Zones Concept of IEC
62305-4 is applied (Fig. 5).
A structure is subdivided in different risk zones. With
these zones the necessary devices and components can
be defined for lightning and surge protection.
Part of an EMC-conform lightning protection zones con-
cept is an external lightning protection system (including
air-termination system, down-conductor system, earth-
ing), equipotential bonding, spatial shielding and surge
protection for the power supply and IT systems.
The definition of the lightning protection zones is subject
to the predeterminations in Table 1.

In correspondence with the requirements and loads on
surge protective devices regarding their installation site,
these are classified as lightning current arresters, surge
arresters and combined lightning current and surge 
arresters.
The highest requirements regarding the discharge capac-
ity are made on lightning current and combined light-
ning current and surge arresters, which realise the transi-
tion from Lightning Protection Zone 0A to 1 or 0A to 2.

These arresters must be able to conduct partial lightning
currents, wave form 10/350 μs, several times without
destruction in order to prevent the penetration of
destructive partial lightning currents into the electrical
installation of a building.
At the boundary from LPZ 0B to 1 or downstream of the
lightning current arrester at the boundary from LPZ 1 to
2 and higher, surge arresters are used for protection
against surges. Their function is to further reduce both
the residual loads of the upstream protection levels and
limit the induced or own surges.

The aforementioned lightning and surge protective
measures at the boundaries of the lightning protection
zones apply to both power supplies and IT systems to
the same extent.
Due to the entirety of the measures described in the
EMC-conform Lightning Protection Zones Concept, a per-
manent system availability of a modern infrastructure
can be achieved.
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Fig. 3: Causes of surges at lightning discharges
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Fig. 5: EMC-orientated Lightning Protection Zones Concept

Table 1: Definition of lightning protection zones (LPZ)

LEMP protection of structures with electrical and electronic systems 
in accordance with IEC 62305-4

Lightning Protection Zone Description

LPZ 0A Threat by direct lightning strokes, impulse currents up to complete lightning 
currents and the entire lightning field.

LPZ 0B Protected against direct lightning strokes. Threat by impulse currents up to 
partial lightning currents and the entire lightning field.

LPZ 1 Impulse currrents are further limited by current distribution and SPDs situated 
at the zone boundaries. The lightning field is mostly attenuated by spatial 
shielding.

LPZ 2 Impulse currents are further limited by current distribution and SPDs situated 
at the zone boundaries. The lightning field is mostly attenuated by spatial 
shielding.
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